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Structure 

u  Introduction to methods of empirical social 
research 

u  How to first start/approach your research 

u  How to choose your research question 

u  (Re)sources 

u  Example: Arms Trade Report 

u  Mexican National Transparency Platform  

u  US Census Bureau  

u  Group activities  

u  How to do an interview 



Qualitative and quantitative methods 
of empirical social research 
Qualitative Quantitative 

Generation of theories  Verification of theories 

Understanding Explaining 

Inductive, descriptive, 
explorative 

Deductive explanation  

Reconstruction of facts Assumption, premises 

Differentiate between cases and 
their intrinsic logic, holistic 
view 

Isolate variables and their 
effects; ex post holistic 
reconstruction 

(generalizable) individual cases (representative) samples 

Capture novelties and special 
features 

Capture characteristic values   
and generalizations  

Interpretation, generalization Measure, count, analysis of 
correlations and causalities  



What are we facing? 

u  Difficult political contexts 

u  Militarization of public security (crimes against 
humanity) 

u  Increased homicide rates 

u  Gross human rights violations 

u  Violence against journalists and human rights 
defenders 

u  2,375 aggressions against the press in Mexico during 
the government of Enrique Peña Nieto (2012-2018). 

u  generalized impunity of crimes – 99.3% (Global 
Impunity Index, 2018) 

u  Those who commit the crimes are authorities 

u  Those who obstruct justice are authorities 



How to choose our research 
question? 
u  National (local) and international (global) context 

analysis 

u  Availability of sources  

u  Previous interest or knowledge of the research territory 

 

àchose a topic that you consider important or interesting, 
in order to be able to know your research area and find out 
possible gaps or contradictions in the work that has already 
been done in that area.  

 



How relevant is our research question? 
 CONTEXT 

u  urgent political and societal issues 

u  Trending topics, collective preferences 

APPROACH/PERSPECTIVES 

u  When doing research, it is not only important to select the object of research 
(concept specification), but also take into account the many different 
approaches/perspectives that can be taken to look at that specific issue. 

u  The specific, more profound stories behind the numbers. Sometimes in academia 
people forget how to look differently at the topics of research.  

u  Distance between the human suffering and academic research 

AUDIENCE  

u  Who is the audience for our message? 

u  Decision makers, legislators, Congress, academia, etc. 

PURPOSE 

u  What is the intention behind your research question? 

u  Advocacy, legislative changes, accountability, awareness raising, etc. 



How can we assess if our research 
question can be answered 
empirically? 
 Availability of resources 

u  Information. What type of data is accessible and 
available. 

u  Time. How much time do we need/have for the 
investigation and analysis 

u  Finances. How much money do we want to spend or 
have available to get resources, analyze them, etc.  

u  Know-How and technology. Are we alone or do we have 
a group of researchers, analysts; which technological 
support do we have available.  



Availability of Information 

Public information: 

•  National Transparency Platform 

•  Reports from governmental authorities 

•  Official newsletters 

•  Polls and inquiries from National Institute of 
Statistics and Geography (INEGI) 

•  Recommendations from the National Ombudsman 

Open sources: 

•  Press 

•  Reports from civil society and academia 

•  Context 
Analysis 

•  Qualitative 
analysis 

•  Quantitative 
analysis 

Diagnosis   
Advocacy work 

Publications  
Public policy proposals 

Legislative changes 
Institutional design 



Example –  
Arms trade report 

Main Sources: 

u  Mexican National 
Transparency Platform 

u  US Census Bureau  

u  International Trade 
Commission 



Using Mexico’s National 
Transparency Platform (IFAI) for 

govmt. documents 
http://www.plataformadetransparencia.org.mx/web/

guest/inicio 
 



Getting a response 

u  Posted on PNT website 

•  Accessible through entering the 
previously assigned folio number 

•  Available to anyone 

•  Mostly in (scanned) PDF format, 
sometimes Excel  

•  Read carefully to see whether agency 
responded to requests 



Getting a response 



Organizing 
data 
 
 



Making data visually legible 



Making data visually legible 



U.S. Census Bureau online trade data  
to research U.S. gun exports 
https://usatrade.census.gov 

 



Select source data 



Choose “State,” “Commodity,” 
“Country” and “Time.”  









Group activity – How to do an 
interview? 
u  Who is your interviewee? 

u  Why are you interviewing them? 

u  Why is it in their interest to be interviewed by you? 

u  What is their background, social and institutional context, work 
history? 

u  What do you want to learn from the interview? 

u  How will you introduce yourself, affiliation, and project/ reasons for 
interview? 

u  What language will you conduct the interview in? 

u  How will the interview be documented (notes, audio, video, etc.)? 

u  Prepare questions to ask 

u  Consider questions interviewee might ask you and how to respond 

u  What are potential security risks to interviewee or to others related 
to interview? 



Interview Role Play 

u  Choose a partner 

u  One of you is a UNICEF officer in Mexico who used to 
work for an NGO that works with refugees. 


